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This week the children have enjoyed completing lots of activities linked to our key text‘The 

Little Red Hen’.   They have enjoyed acting out the story using the story puppets and props.  

What fantastic use of story language including our 10 key words – Suddenly, grow, Spring, 

ground, tall, eager, delicious, ripe, mill, fresh.   

 

They used descriptive vocabulary to write words and sentences about each of the characters 

in the story.  Can your children tell you about the characters in the story and the language in 

the book used to describe them? 

 

They have enjoyed making hens in the modelling area.  What creative children you have!  

They used all the skills we have been learning this term including cutting, joining, folding, 

twisting, scrunching.  

 

In maths we have been looking at the composition of 8.  They have sorted objects, pictures, 

and numerals into ‘8’ and ‘not 8’ and looked at what numbers they can add together to 

make 8 and show this through pictures, additions, and using their fingers.  Why not play a 

game with your child – collect 8 objects and then cover some up.  Can they work out how 

many are covered? 

 

This week in P.E we have continued practising gymnastic skills.  We have practised different 

jumps and rolls as well as balancing on the large apparatus.  We have some future Olympian 

gymnasts – amazing tuck, straddle and straight jumps off the boxes and great candle, egg 

and forward rolls across the mats.  Great memories too remembering a sequence including 

a jump, roll and balance. Wow!  

 

Thank you to all of you who sent in photos for R.E, the children enjoyed guessing who all the 

baby photos were of.  We learnt how all families are different and  looked at different ways 

of celebrating children coming into the world including humanist and Christian ceremonies.   

 

What did your child enjoy learning most this week? 

 

 

If you want to share anything your child has done at home or if you have any questions, 

email us on our tiger class e-mail - leebriggtigers@watertonacademytrust.org. 

 

From Mrs Tutt, Mrs Taylor, Mrs Guppy, Mrs Greaves and Miss Taylor (The reception team) 
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